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Abstract. This Paper represents a critical analysis of the legislation pertaining to the 
use of native tongues of different ethnic groups in Serbian civil procedure. The 
differences between native tongues of the citizens of multinational countries, such as 
Serbia, can result in a wide range of problems referring to judicial protection of 
citizen's rights and interests in civil matters. For that reason, Serbian legislation 
provides for a variety of measures aimed at preventing inequality with respect to the 
realization of this public subjective right guaranteed by the Constitution. However, 
statutory provisions related to this issue have certain drawbacks, and one of the most 
apparent shortcomings inherent to these measures is that their scope is limited only to 
communities granted with the formal status of "National Minority". The purpose of this 
paper is to identify some of the legislative drawbacks, as well as to suggest possible 
ways to overcome them. Even though the suggested solutions to the identified problems 
differ, their underlying principle is the principle of equality of all the citizens, 
disregarding their nationality and irrespective of whether their native tongue is the 
official language of the court or not. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The use of language in civil proceedings is a very important legal-political, political, 
and social issue, which is of specific importance in multiethnic countries. The right to use 
one's native tongue in the course of proceedings before courts and other state authorities 
is one of the important instruments for realization of the right to legal protection1 - a pub-
lic subjective right broadly guaranteed by the constitution to all legal subjects. 

This paper presents a critical analysis of Serbian regulations pertaining to the use of 
languages in civil proceedings, aiming to identify the shortcomings therein as well as to 

                                                           
 Received June 12, 2003 
1 On the right to legal protection, see: Stankovic, G, Građansko procesno pravo, Pravni fakultet Niš, 1998, pp. 18 - 21. 
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suggest possible solutions to the identified problems. Serbian legislation's flaws relate, 
above all, to parties' right to submit filings written in their native tongue, to their right to 
receive court documents translated into their native tongue before delivery, and to the re-
gime of bearing costs of translation and interpretation. 

2. LANGUAGE AND THE RIGHT TO LEGAL PROTECTION 

Language is a symbolic system of communication and a universal cultural category, 
which is not innate to human beings, but the product of social dynamics and the form of 
expression of common historical and cultural heritage within a given social group.2 In the 
context of the omnipresent multiethnicity of the states, aiming to support the interest of 
preserving national uniqueness and cultural diversity of different groups as proven cata-
lysts of the nation's convergence and general prosperity,3 most countries, by virtue of 
their Constitutions, grant to all the citizens the general right to sustain and develop their 
respective cultural features,4 of which language is one of the most important. 

With respect to its origins and development, language is a cultural phenomenon 
inherent to social groups characterized by organic ties between their members. However, 
even though the practice of constitutional declaration of most of the countries in the 
world as universal citizens' phenomena is prevailing worldwide, languages belonging to 
only one portion of their citizens remain the distinctive attributes of their international 
identity, as well as the instruments of communication on all levels of their functioning.5 

One of the important functions of the Legal State is the function of providing legal 
protection to all subjects in need. The right to legal protection is an autonomous public 
subjective right, which is guaranteed to all legal subjects by the constitution. This is the 
right to protect and realize subjective rights, before the courts and other state authorities, 
which can be effectuated by demanding legal protection whenever there is a need for it. 
The grantees of this right are all legal subjects, irrespective of their nationality and citi-
zenship, and the state bears a constitutional duty to provide for equal conditions for its re-
alization. The enforcement of the right to legal protection is performed by the state in the 

                                                           
2 Sociology defines language as "any symbolical operational system" and in narrower sense as "articulated sym-
bolical structure of vocal manifestations (phonemes)" see: Boganac, M., Mandić, O., Petković, S.: Rječnik 
sociologije i socijalne psihologije, Informator Zagreb, 1977, p. 267. Language is also "The capacity of social 
communication, immanent to mankind, through articulated system of verbal signs, which enable shaping of the 
mind content and their transmission as sensible speaking messages", see: Sociološki leksikon, Savremena 
administracija, Beograd, 1982, p. 252.  
3 On the importance of national diversity in the United States of America, see: America, Land of Diversity: 
Race, Ethnicity, and Class in the United States, see: http://www.historyalive.com/essays/haus/topic05.asp, 
access April 30, 2004. 
4 The constitutions of large number of countries guarantee national and religious rights as well as freedom of 
expression of national and cultural belonging. See: The Constitution of the Republic of Serbia, The Official 
Gazette RS, No 1/90, where article 3 grants and guarantees personal, political, national, economic, social, 
cultural and other rights of man and citizen, while article 49 guarantees freedom of expression of nationality and 
culture, as well as freedom of use of language and alphabet. 
5 Etiologically, language is "universal social phenomenon, type of behavior, which is not innate, but a part of 
social existence and a result of the social practice, instrumentally derived", see: Boganac, M., Mandić, O., 
Petković, S.: Rječnik sociologije i socijalne psihologije, Informator Zagreb, 1977, p. 267. 
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interest of the grantees of this right, and, at the same time, in its own interest, which is re-
flected in the realization of its legal, political and social objectives. 

The use of a certain official language as a communication media between citizens and 
bearers of the duty to provide legal protection leaves an open door for the possibility that 
differences between the native tongues of the parties pose an obstacle to the equal reali-
zation of the right to legal protection.6 This danger of discrimination between the 
grantees of the right to legal protection is immanent especially to the situations where the 
native tongue of one of the parties is the official language of the court, and that of 
another party is not.7  

Aiming to create equal conditions for the realization of the right to legal protection, 
the Constitution of Serbia as well as the statutes thereof provide for a wide range of 
applicable measures. Hence, in article 123.1, the Constitution of the Republic of Serbia8 
explicitly provides that "the unfamiliarity with the language of the proceedings may not 
be the obstacle to realization of rights and interests of the citizens". At the same time, 
paragraph 2 of the same article states that each person is guaranteed the right to use 
his/her own language as well as the right to be acquainted with the facts in that language 
in the course of proceedings before the courts and other state authorities. By these provi-
sions, the supreme legal act of Serbia has principally set the grounds for the equal reali-
zation of Serbian citizens' right to use their mother tongues in the proceedings in which 
legal protection is being provided. By institutionalizing the prohibition of discrimination 
among citizens based on language differences, the Constitution of Serbia has limited the 
legislature's freedom in regulating the use of language in civil proceedings, and set the 
direction for statutory concretization of the principle of equality of citizens in this field.  

The statute on Official use of Languages and Alphabets,9 states that on the territories 
of the Republic of Serbia inhabited by the members of national minorities, their native 
tongues, in addition to the Serbian language, may be in official use10. This statute pro-
vides that the first instance administrative, criminal, civil, and other proceedings may be 
conducted in the language of the national minority, which is in official use in the body 
that conducts the proceedings.11 

Similar provisions are contained in the Statute on Protection of Rights and Freedom 
of National Minorities,12 which also prescribes the possibility that on the territory of local 
self-government, traditionally inhabited by the members of national minorities, their lan-
guages be in official use (article 11). 

                                                           
6 The Serbian Constitution provides that "Every person has an equal right to legal protection of his rights before 
courts, other state authorities, or other organ or organization" (art. 22). 
7 The Serbian Constitution provides that all the citizens are equal in rights and duties, and they have equal 
protection before state and others authorities, irrespective of their race, gender, birth, language, nationality, 
cofession, political or other belief, education, social origin, wealth or other personal feature.  
8 The Constitution of the Republic of Serbia, Official Gazette RS, No 1/90. 
9 The Statute on official use of Languages and Alphabets, Official Gazette RS, No. 45/91, 53/93, 67/93, 48/94. 
10 Art 1. 3 of the Statute on Official Use of Languages and Alphabets. 
11 Art.12. 2 of the Statute on Official Use of Languages and Alphabets 
12 Statute on Protection of Rights and Freedom of National Minorities, Official Gazette of Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia, No. 11/02. 
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3. THE USE OF LANGUAGES ACCORDING TO THE STATUTE ON LITIGATION PROCEDURE
13 

The Statute on Litigation Procedure, in its general provision on the use of languages 
contained in article 6, stipulates that litigation is to be conducted in the Serbian language, 
that the official alphabet in the courts is to be Cyrillic, and that Latin alphabet is to be 
used in the courts only in accordance with the Constitution and the Law pertaining 
thereto. This statute leaves the possibility of conducting litigation proceedings in the lan-
guage of a certain national minority on the territories where that language is in official 
use according to the law.14 

3.1. The Participants' Right to Use Their Native Tongues in the Proceedings 

Beside parties to the litigation proceedings, the participants thereto are also represen-
tatives of the parties, interveners, witnesses, expert witnesses, translators, interpreters, 
and others. 

In Section VI of the Statute on Litigation Procedure, titled "The Language of 
Proceedings", the legislature has empowered all participants, irrespective of their 
citizenship, to use their mother tongue in the course of proceedings, which is being 
conducted in some other language (article 102). For that matter, the statute has imposed 
on the courts the duty to provide oral translation of the entire content of hearings, as well 
as the written translations of all writings used as evidence therein. According to 
paragraph 2 of the same article, the court shall inform parties and other participants of 
their right to follow oral proceedings in their own language through an interpretor. The 
fact that the parties have been informed of this right, as well as their pleadings on the 
language they will use in the course of proceedings, shall be put on the official record. 
When deciding about the language they will use, the participants may renounce their 
right to use their own language, which also has to be recorded officially.  

According to the Statute on Litigation Procedure, breaches of language rules are sanc-
tioned by the possibility of annulment of the awards in remedial proceedings. These 
breaches can be constituted by the court's omission to inform parties on their language 
rights, by the courts omission to put the fact that the parties have been informed of their 
rights about the use of language or their pleadings thereon on the record, or by the court's 
denial of the parties' claim to use their own language in the proceedings. 

As breaches pertaining to making a record are not contained in article 354 par. 2 of 
the Statute on Litigation Procedure, where all the breaches relevant by virtue of the law 
                                                           
13 Statute on Litigation Procedure, Official Gazette of SFRY, No. 4/77, 36/80, 69/82, 58/84, 74/87, 57/89, 
20/90, 27/90 , Official Gazette No. 27/92, 31/93, 24/94, 12/98, 15/98 i 3/02. The Constitutional Charter of 
serbia and Montenegro provides that Statutes of Federal Republic of Yugoslavia out of competency of Serbia 
and Montenegro shal be applied as statutes of member-states, until enacting of new regulations by member-
states, except for statutes which the state union assembly desides not to be applied. For that reason, the Statute 
on Litigation Procedure is currently being applied as state law. See, Official Gazette SCG, No 1/03. 
14 The Statute on Official Use of Languages and Alphabets in article 11 stipulates that languages of national 
minorities, to be in official use in a certain municipality or autonomous province should be determined by the 
statute of that municipality or province, while Statute on Protection of Rights and Freedom of National 
Minorities, also in article 11 provides that "the local self-government unit shall introduce to equal official use 
the language and alphabet of the national minority, provided the percentage of its members reaches 15 % of the 
population... 
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are exhaustively enumerated, it is clear that the court's omission to put abovementioned 
facts on the record represents the breach relevant by virtue of the court's assessment, 
meaning that in any case of such breach the court has to asses whether the respective 
breach has or could have influenced the lawfulness of the award (article 354. 2). 

The court's denial of the parties' claim to use their language in the proceedings is con-
sidered a more severe breach of the procedural law – relevant by virtue of the law itself 
(article 354 par. 2.9), and therefore, the court need not asses its causal relations with the 
lawfulness of the award15 prior to annulment of the award. Although in Serbian legal theory 
and jurisprudence a different opinion is prevailing,16 the author of this paper holds that the 
breach relevant by virtue of law also exists in cases of the court's failure to inform the 
parties of their right to use their language in the proceedings, since in that way court 
deprives them (at least partially) of their procedural right to argue their case before the 
court, which represents the breach relevant by virtue of law, listed in article 354 (par. 2. 8).  

3.2. The Language of Court Writings 

With respect to court writings, which are subject to delivery to the parties and other 
participants, article 103 par. 1 of the Statute on Litigation Procedure provides that the 
summons, awards and other court writings are to be delivered to the parties and other 
participants written in the Serbian language.17 However, paragraph 2 of the same article 
stipulates that court writings shall be delivered to parties and other participants in one of 
the minority languages, provided the addressees belong to that minority, they use that 
language in the pending proceedings, and that language is in official use in the court. 
However, the Statute leaves the addressees the possibility to opt for delivery of writings 
in the language of the proceedings, irrespective of the language they use therein.  

By the provisions contained in the article 103 of the Statute on Litigation Procedure, 
the legislature has undoubtedly put the members of minorities whose language is not in 
official use in the court in an unequal possition, and deprived them of the right to be 
acquainted with the contents of court writings in their native tongue, even if thay had 
expressly opted for that language to be the one they would use in the proceedings.  

3.3. The Language of Filings 

On the other hand, in the course of written communication between parties and the 
court, the problems related to the use of language are considerably mitigated, since 
participants in the litigation poceedings, according to the article 104 of the Statute on 
Litigation Procedure, can file actions, appeals, complaints, and other filings in the 
language which is in the official use in court, as well as in a non-official language, if that 
is in accordance with the law.  

                                                           
15 See: Stanković, G., op. cit. p. 242. and Janevski, A., Upotreba jezika u postupku pred sudom u parničnom 
postupku u Republici Makedoniji, Pravni život br. 12/2002, p. 120. 
16 Id. and Supreme Court of Vojvodina decision, where court's ommission to inform parties of their language 
rights is considered breach relevant by virtue of law. See: Supreme Court of Vojvodina, Decision - Gzz-14/86. 
17 Court writings subject to being served on parties are summons, warrants, decisions and excerpts from the 
record. 
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However, the problem of the language of procedural communication between the 
litigants through the court reappears when the issue of the language in which a party to 
litigation should receive the adversary party's filings is raised. The issue is whether the court 
should provide for the translation of such filings to the languages the addressee uses in the 
proceedings. As these filings are neither considered court writings to which the rule of 
article 103 could be applied, nor does the article 104 provide for the solution, Serbian 
jurisprudence as well as legal theory18 has come to the holding that courts should provide 
translation only to Serbian language, and only if the original filing was written in the 
language of a national minority the addressee does not belong to. If the filing was written in 
Serbian language, its delivery to the adversary of the party who has filed it is deemed 
acceptable, dissregarding the language that the addressee uses in the course of 
proceedings.19 

This practice creates obvious preference for the Serbian language over all others, 
including the languages which are in the official use in courts, and even the language of 
the proceedings – if different from Serbian. 

Since the common denominator of delivery problems releting to both – the court's 
writings and the parties' filings is the right of the addressees to be acquainted with the 
contents of those documents in their own language, the solutions should be looked for in 
the same direction – the direction pointing to true equality regarding the use of the 
language of the participants in civil proceedings. Therefore, the law should require 
mandatory pre-delivery translation of all documents written in some other language to 
the language the addressee has chosen to use in the course of proceedings. By doing so, 
the legislature would directly contribute to creation of the necessary preconditions for 
equal excercise of the rights of participants to civil proceedings to use their native 
tongues before the courts, and indirectly, to the equal realization of the right to legal 
protection. 

4. THE EXPENSES OF TRANSLATION 

The principle of equality of citizens, which is, through different means of concretiza-
tion, enshrined in all the segments of civil procedure, requires that participants to litiga-
tion who use a language different from the language of the proceedings not be burdened 
with additional expenses for that reason. The duty to pay for expenses which may result 
from the participation of the translator or the interpreter20 may lead to the parties' 
renunciation of the language rights, even though that party is not sufficiently knowledge-
able of the language of the proceedings to be capable of equal partaking and following 
the course of the proceedings with full understanding. In order to prevent the possibility 
of such situations occurring and, at the same time, to enable the realization of the purpose 
of constitutional and statutory provisions referring to the use of language, whose ratio 
                                                           
18 See: Stanković, G., op. cit. 246. 
19 See: Triva-Belajec-Dika, Građansko parnično procesno pravo, Narodne Novine, Zagreb, 1986, p. 290. and 
Stanković, G., op. cit. p.246. 
20 The translator is the one who expresses meaning of speech or writing in a different language, and the Interpre-
tor is one whose job is to translate what somebody is sazing into another language. See: Oxford Advanced 
Learner's Dictionary of Current English, 6 Ed, Oxford University Press, 2000 (pp. 680 and 1382). 
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legis is the equalization of citizens with respect to their right to legal protection, the 
legislature has provided for expenses of translation to languages of national minorities, 
which result from the application of the constitutional and statutory provision on the right 
of minority members to use their languages, to be born by the court (i.e. state).21 

However, taking into account the provisions of all the legal sources relevant to this 
matter, one can come to conclusion that the stated provision of article 105 does not pro-
vide for equal conditions for exercising the right to use the native tongue for all citizens, 
but that its reach extends only to members of those national communities to whom the 
formal status of national minority has been granted by the law. Namely, according to the 
law aplicable in Serbia,22 the national minority is only that "group of citizens of the 
Federal republic of Yugoslavia, which, sufficiently representative by number, athough 
representing a minority in the territory of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, belongs to 
some of the groups of population which are in long-term and tight connections with the 
territory of Federal Republic of Yugoslavia". Bearing in mind article 105 of the Statute 
on Litigation Procedure alongside this provision, it is clear that a certain number of 
Serbian citizens have been left out of the domain of the protection the legislature has 
provided with respect to the use of language in civil procedure. In spite of the fact that 
the right to use the native tongue before the courts is constitutionaly guaranteed to all 
persons irrespective of their nationality and citizenship, the legislature has failed to insure 
the equal condition for realization of this right, even for all Serbian citizens, since it has 
been provided only for the expenses of translation or interpretation to languages of 
formaly recognized national minorities to be covered by the state. And while such 
treatment of foreign citizens seem, to some extent, understandable (having in mind other 
countries' practice),23 that same treatment of Serbian citizens, whose misfortune is to 
belong to groups insufficiently representative to be granted national minority status, is 
unjustified and contrary to the many-times-mentioned equality principle – the guiding 
principle and the focal point of law-making not only in the field of civil procedure, but 
also in all other fields of social life.24  

Instead of insisting on using the term "national minority," which is limited by 
statutory criteria, the legislature should insure equality of all citizens in realization of 
their language rights on universal basis by using the broader term "citizens." In that 
sense, provision of the article on the burden of cost-bearing regarding the application of 
translation and interpretation should be broadened in such a way that it encompasses all 
the citizens of Serbia irrespective of their nationality and the legal status of the national 
group they belong to.  

                                                           
21 On the legislature's intention to achieve equality of citizens through allocating the expenses of translation to 
the court see: Janevski, op. cit. p. 120. and Janković, Ž. Janković, H. Karamarković, D. i Petrović, D, Komentar 
Zakona o parničnom postupku, Privredna štampa, Belgrade, 1977, p. 147.  
22 Art 2. of the Statute on Protection of Rights and Freedoms of National Minorities, Official Gazette SRJ, No 11/02. 
23 See: The Statute on Litigation Procedure of the Republic of Macedonia, Official Gazzette RM, No 33/98., 
The Statute on Litigation Procedure of Slovenia, Uradni list RS, No. 26/99. and Statute on Civil Procedure of 
Bulgaria, The Official Gazette of the Republic of Bulgaria, No. 12/52. 
24 Even in ancient Greece the notion of justice was connected with the notion of equality, and Perelmann deter-
mines his "Rule of Justice'' as equal treatment of sufficiently similar beings. See: Perelman, H., Pravo, Moral i 
filozofija, Nolit, Belgrade, 1983, pp. 16 – 18. 
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The regime of translation cost-bearing in the Republic of Macedonia could serve as a 
model for resolving this problem in Serbian legislation. The Statute on Amendments and 
Supplements of the Statute on Litigation of the Republic of Macedonia25 has insured 
equal treatment in this respect for all citizens disregarding the formal status of the 
national group they belong to. This statute provides that "the expenses of translation for 
parties and other litigation participants who are Macedonian citizens, which result from 
the application of this law's provisions on the right to use their languages and alphabets, 
are to be born by the court" (article 94-d). Argumentum a contrario, foreign parties 
should bear themselves the expenses of the translation and interpretation resulting from 
the use of their languages. In this way, the legislature has relieved all Macedonian 
citizens from duty to cover the expences which result from the excercise of their right to 
use their native languages in the proceedings and has insured the full realization of the 
principle of equality of citizens in this respect on a universal basis.  

5. CLOSING REMARKS 

The right to use the native tongue in civil proceedings represents the means of 
realization of the constitutional principle of legal equality of citizens, which is, due to its 
anti-discriminatory nature and character, of gross importance especially in multiethnic 
states. By creating necessary preconditions for the full realization of this right, each 
country expresses its commitment to the ideas of equality as well as respect for cultural 
diversity of its citizens. 

The legal regime pertaining to language rights in civil procedure in Serbia still has its 
weak points to which this paper aims to draw attention. At the same time, some possible 
solutions for their overcoming are suggested. Although the suggested solutions 
considerably differ, their common denominator and guiding principle is the idea of 
equalization of all the citizens with regards to the use of languages, irrespective of 
whether their language is in official use in the proceeding court or not, and disregarding 
the formal status of national community they belong to. These solutions could, to some 
negligible extent, increase the overall procedural cost to be covered by the state, but on 
the other hand, they would definitely significantly contribute to the fuller realization of 
the constitutional principle of equality of citizens, the principle which most legal scholars 
put on the throne of each legal system as the ultimate legal norm. 

                                                           
25 The Statute on Amendments and Supplements of the Statute on Litigation of the Republic of Macedonia, 
Official Gazzette RM, No 44/2002. Statute on Litigation Procedure was enacted in 1998, and came into force on 
July 19, 1998. See Official Gazette RM, No 33/98. 
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JEZIČKA PRAVA U SRPSKOJ CIVILNOJ PROCEDURI 

Dejan Janićijević 

Ovaj rad predstavlja kritičku analizu zakonodavnih rešenja koja se odnose na upotrebu 
maternjih jezika različitih nacionalnih grupa u građanskom sudskom postupku u Srbiji. Različitost 
maternjih jezika u multinacionalnim državama kao što je Srbija može biti uzrok velikom broju 
problema koji se odnose na ostvarenje prava na pravnu zaštitu u građanskom sudskom postupku. Iz 
ovog razloga srpsko zakonodavstvo predviđa niz mera usmerenih ka preveniranju nejednakosti u 
pogledu ostvarivanja ovog javnog, subjektivnog i Ustavom zagarantovanog prava. Međutim, 
zakonska rešenja našeg prava imaju određene nedostatke, od kojih je jedan od najočiglednijih taj 
što se zaštita jezičkih prava ograničava na nacionalne zajednice kojima je formalno priznat status 
nacionalnih manjina. Pretenzija ovog rada, pored identifikacije problema koji postoje u ovoj 
materiji, je i predlaganje mogućih rešenja za njihovo prevazilaženje. Iako se sugerisana rešenja 
međusobno razlikuju, njihov zajednički imenitelj je težnja ka uspostavljanju pravne jednakaosti 
svih građana Srbije bez obzira na njihovu nacionalnost kao i na to da li je njihov maternji jezik 
istovremeno i službeni jezik suda. 

Ključne reči: Jezička prava, pravo na pravnu zaštitu, službeni jezik, nacionalna manjina, 
građani, jezik postupka, sudska pismena, podnesci, prevođenje, tumačenje, troškovi 
prevođenja i tumačenja. 


